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A REVELATION: TO EXPOSE THE PRISON SYSTEMS FAILURES.
After my arrest In May 2012. I had considered presenting and exposing the very real
damning indictment of what was truly taking place behind closed cell doors/walls of
Victoria’s deeply troubled Prison system. Whilst in Acacia Unit (1) in cell six. I had woken
up to an out of body surreal experience, encouraging me to pursue this ambition and goal. I
did not recollect the full dynamics or picture of this surreal experience. But was focused on a
vivid snap shot of committing the act. “Tell it in a Book.” So I feverishly begun to compile
my whole life in a running manuscript, with obvious links to offending behaviour and
internment in isolation.
These connections were even more so compounded further when. I began accessing literature
on the adverse impacts that isolation and solitary confinement has on inmates, medically and
scientifically proven by research. From a wide host of professionals in the field. At the same
time. I was also doing research on my P.T.S.D. condition, trying to better understand and get
a grip of, to overcome what I was actually experiencing, to self-analyse myself in the process.
Now becoming a live experiment in demonstrating for the readers a real life subject and its
criminal behaviour and anti-social conduct born, from such long term exposures. To high
light dangers, and promote awareness to such negative adverse impacts it has on prisoners.
A 432 page epic document40 was spawned as a result, it was littered with many typo
errors, rambling rants, fuelled by a desire to expose M.O.U. Nothing else mattered. I am still
firmly fixated with this insatiable hunger. And unrelenting pursuit and goal of mine before.
I pass this life.
My mind is no longer all scrambled and all over the place, yet at the time. I did not recognise
any of this at all. I was on a manic crusade, and to release this into the public domain, was my
ONLY vision. Yet as I stated. I never had the full picture, and went with what I thought was
the right direction, regardless of its dire consequences and its adverse impact upon me.
I released this to His Honour Justice Terry Forrest, in my plea materials submissions, in May
2014. Becoming exhibit (a) 40 in process. It was a bad decision on my part it went against me.
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Falling on the sword in the process. Yet it mattered not to me
then, nor now!
It is a real life confronting epic incident plagued doc, full of anti-social conduct, which had
no relevance or bearing upon charges I was facing at the time. Placing me now as a crazed
intractable lunatic. But I had this insatiable desire to release it, to have it out there, regardless.
Then some months pass by, and along came Mathew Thompson, who was exploring doing a
book, and wanted to include me in it. He was vouched by Brett Collins from Justice Action in
Sydney. I was led to believe he was a staunch ally of Justice Actions, and all that they defend.
Mathew Thompson, had not only fooled them, but me too!
And only due to him being vouched by this group, did I commit trust into him. I believed he
held same passions and desires Justice Action was founded on. Promoting injustices to US.
I had spoken to him briefly, given the exorbitant costs of mobile phones. I relegated all direct
dialogue to my mother, whom had seized upon the chance jumping at the opportunity to chat
direct to the author. Leaving me now out of the picture, and re-directing what direction it
would go and be moulded into. She was so happy to learn, that her son was being featured in
yet another crime story novel. This time she wanted her bit of fame. Be read as the.
Matriarch of a crime family.
I wasn’t to know this at the time, this was the plan she had hatched.
I had ONLY agreed to be a part of his writings on this provision. The theme and agenda and
the nature of novel. Was to be on the Prison system and isolation.
How it’s being abused and its destructive use on the hapless inmates.
Used as cruel forms of punishment had torture nothing less. I explicitly stated if he was on
the same page. To abandon whatever other ideas and projects he had initially planned and
considered. That I would provide him with a wealth and abundance of materials, my original
manuscript. Otherwise don’t bother really.
Given he was spoken for by Brett Collins and Co.
I had naturally assumed he was one of “US”.
I would then release all the materials. I had compiled on C. D’s. To make his work load so
much lighter, just copy and cut n paste, bringing in proper grammar into the poorly educated
body of works I had created. On that provision on that understanding, in exposing the system.
Yes was the understanding. I had explicitly insisted. He does not loses sight of the theme
and nature of the materials. “Being isolation and the adverse impact it has on inmates.”
The lack of pre-release and post release assistance given to me and many hundreds of
other inmates.
That was the Primary objective, with the secondary being a true life crime novel to attract
readers into what was unfolding in our prison systems. Shock and awe tactics having being
applied. Lure them in with true crime, then hit them hard with cold hard facts of Prison

26/12/2014
GREETINGS “EXTENDED COMRAD”,

Chris .D. P Binse 043517
C/ o-.Melaleuca Unit, Unit (3).
Barwon Prison. Locked Bag 7,
Lara, 3212. Vic.
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BY NOW YOUR MAIL SHOULD HAVE BEEN BOUNTIFUL INDEED.
YOUR AGENDA FOR YOUR OWN PROJECT HAS MUCH TEXTURE NOW.
THE THING IS, I WOULD LIKE TO THINK THAT YOU ARE ABLE TO
COMPLETE A SEPARATE PROJECT WITH SUPPORT PROVIDED UNTO YOU.
FOCUSING ON ONE PARTICULAR SUJECT AND HIS THEME PROJECTED.
I ACCEPT THERE IS ROOM FOR TIDYING UP, YET 2 KEEP THE SCHEME ALIVE.
NOT KILLED OFF BY DEVIATING FROM THE “TARGET OF THE MISSION SET”.
TO PRESENT THE TRUTH OF THINGS, WHAT IS BORN FROM CONDITIONING
THE BY PRODUCT IS WHAT MUST BE AVOIDED IN EXPORTED ONTO STREETS
AND A DIRECT ADVERSE IMPACT UPON THE WIDER GENERAL COMMUNITY.
CHANGE & REFORM FOR A SAFER ENVIRONMENT FOR ALL IN SOCIETY.
I PUT MYSELF TO THE SWORD FOR THIS, & IS “MY LEVEL OF COMMITMENT”.
I JUST HOPE THAT YOU RESPECT THAT SACRIFICE MADE FOR THE CAUSE.
THAT I HAVE MADE THE RIGHT DECISION IN ACCEPTING YOU AS AN ALLY.
I THINK I HAVE, DO U BELIEVE IN DESTINY?

A “TOMMY SUB MACHINE GUN” WAS FOUND, THOMPSON YOU’RE THE GUN.
MY LAST SHOTS FIRED AT THE TARGET IN THIS WAR I LIVE IN. “M.O.U”.
YOUR DATE OF BIRTH REPRESENTS THE WEAPON OF CHOICE “1”3. 5. 70.
THE WEAPON TAKEN FROM SECURITY GUARDS BY ME.
THE WEAPON PULLED ON UNDERCOVER POLICE (3) WHO MANHANDLED ME
THE WEAPON USED DURING THE POLICE STAND OFF/ SEIGE BY ME 44 HRS.
& FINALLY THE NUMBERS FORMED IN MY PRISON NUMBER NOT IN TRUE
SEQUENCE WITH (4) THROWN IN, DO ME JUSTICE ALL I ASK TRUTH TOLD.
SOLJA 043517

96

.

That was the agreement and understanding reached in releasing materials to him, my dream.
I thought was now coming to fruition, with a proper author
reworking my stuff.
I would have many prison calls. Asking that this be retained my theme and agenda kept.
Yet my Mut-her had another separate hidden agenda. To gate crash the Campaign for
not only me, but the other hundreds of prisoners subject to such barbaric cruel abuse.
It is beyond comprehension, how she would be later heard discussing over prison phone calls.
That she will do everything possible for not just me, her son, but other inmates being subject
to such archaic barbaric practices. That she appears to the untrained observer real, genuine
and compelling in her verbal tirade of the system. The sad truth and facts of the matter, it’s
all baloney and empty rhetoric, sounding good for the all tuned in. Yet as shallow as a 2
inch pool of water. She had her new found ally, her now best friend author Mathew
Thompson.
96
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Who could have presented the plight of not just me, but the whole nation of inmates.
Which are exposed to this endemic abuse, with all the materials I had generated. Yet elected
to sell both their souls out to the cause. Mathew, for a financial gain, not a care for the true
agenda. And Mut-her for her fame she so desperately craved living of exploits of her son Me!
Mut-her being depicted in a crime novel where she could direct what was in and what wasn’t.
Both turning it from a true crime, into a crime FICTION, by corrupting and altering facts.
Simply polluting true essence and heart of the subject, not to mention.
Diluted to the MAX!
It would all finally come out, it always does. Yet I was strung along like a fool, played by
both my Mut-her and Mathew. That it’s all in there, my innocent beliefs, that the theme
was kept alive, that M.O.U. were exposed, was repeatedly reinforced into me over calls.
You can see this, from the running commentary. I am conveying, on the assumption.
That what my Loyal Mut-her and Mathew have fed me was all bona-fida and true!
Which was anything but. Read and hear the deception unfolding before you, yourself.
Do they fit the criteria of a JUDAS? You bear witness and are the jury on that verdict.
As. I now present the overwhelming case against those two accused for:
Treason of the cause!
My mother would cover up his deceit, in wanting to be a part of this novel. Hijacking the very essence of what it was all about.
Being the exposure of Prison system and its failings.
The following in red are comments taken from the Prison phone calls:
When. I ask my mother whether “she trusts him, yep.” She did not
hesitate at all. When I questioned the paltry sums he suggests he was generating for the
manuscript for which. I had literally given away to him. His figures were by far under what I
had been offered in the past, by other renowned honest publishers. Mut-her would then
Dismiss these inquiries of him. In reality from diluting my manuscript now.
Into his novel “Mayhem.”
She would then change the subject, by reading some passages of the novel to placate and
appease me. From the constant ongoing doubts I had felt towards him.
When I queried the meaning of Gonzo, to grasp a better understanding of its meaning.
I was again told by my loyal mother “wouldn’t worry about it” yet if she was portrayed
in a denigrating light, she would want to know about it, research and defend herself
from critics attacking her! Not Mut-her. She runs with it, it does not reflect her image!
That my mother had read and finished the book that night, that it was very good.
So she knew what was in it! 97.
When I questioned my mother further on the contents, she would reply. “Most of the book is
in your words.” I asked if after my arrest over Brim bank park. I wanted help for
release. “Everything is in there” Did he edit things? Referring to the incident where
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I was banging my head against an isolation cell door, protesting, campaigning for lack of
pre-release from isolation. Mut-her replies:
“It’s all in there” “Everything’s in there!”97.
EMPTY ROOM:
Not one skerrick of the vast volume of medical reports on the incident which is referred
to in my manuscript totalling over some (20) separate reports on my campaigning which
I refer to later on in mail sent to him dated 26/12/2016 a (16) page document. Being109.
Which he would in a later phone call refer to this incident. Diluted to the “empty room!”
And make reference to a fleeting passage of (1x) medical report from Clare Felton found at
page 164-5. Of my manuscript/exhibit (a) plea materials.40. Clare Felton’s report is a two page
report dated 29th July 1998. Out of a total of (18) other medical entries. Found on pages: 1045, 113, 114, 115, 120- 124, 126-127, 129, 399 and at 405. Of40. These solely relate to my
deteriorating mental state. Not including a vast majority of other self-harm/ hunger
strikes reports on file pre- Feb 2016. None of which see the light of day period!
Asking my loyal mother whether any passages of “That the Government should be
concerned at inmates being released from isolation”
Her deceitful reply “All that stuff is in there” followed by its:
WRITTEN PRETTY ACCURATELY! 97. F*cken lying Judas!
Yet there is this:
The acknowledgements going to “Thanks to Annette Binse, your trust and
encouragements, you’re a hell of a woman” to my brother Barry. 98.
No mention of my step brother either for that matter. Remember she claims it was based
on. “The family”. Yet leaves siblings out! Nor am I credited for all the materials. I had
willingly contributed and provided free of charge in exchange for a truthful coverage of
the Prison system and its failings to all inmates in rehabilitation!
REMORSE:
When I had asked about the (1) page letter which I had sent Mathew. To convey my remorse
to my victims and that of the Prison system in accepting fault for their role in
contributing to the high recidivism rate. In my acknowledgements.
My mutt-her would avoid topic.
“Keeping out the (1) page letter reaching out to all my victims!” Yet more pages wasted on
Mut-her’s irrelevant insignificant dribbles in sledging others. So much for MY victims.
When pressed on the matter further, she would turn it back on me, by saying “Don’t do my
head in.”98. In order to shift conversation, and avoid revealing truth. All lies to placate me.
97
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To cover all you want you would have to write a few more volumes Mut-her would offer
98
.
Just cut a few pages out from her utter trash that she managed to promote of no value!
Don’t read too much into it. The main thing is. Covered all
you wanted to cover.
Everything is there that you wanted. You should be pleased
with that.
“My personal opinion he done a good job” “I think he’s done a bloody good job” “Can’t
do anymore based on real life”. “Gotta give it to him”, “covered everything.” “Can’t do
anymore” Based on real life” “I think the book is good.”
“What I wanted is in there”, “you can’t put everything in, otherwise you never stop
writing” “you can relax everything is in there what you wanted!”99 .
“BASED ON REAL LIFE” What a farce! My Mut-her knew Barry was the person in
question. Not me! She had made plenty of disparaging comments over this incident.
She knows this to be corrupt and dishonest both of them engaged in falsifying the facts!
Leading up to the prison calls of the 16th July 2016. I had discussed with my mother. The 432
page manuscript and its contents at lengths, as she had access to a spare copy retrieved from
my solicitor. Sarah Westwood, to check what’s in Mathew’s novel and what’s not. So that
she can cross reference veracity of his assurances given. To apprise me of matters in doubt.
I would later on that day speak with both my brother and his girlfriend, again seeking
reassurances into what the contents held.
Did it reflect my body of work on M.O.U.
My Mut-her is heard complaining: Over stressed with this bloody book. Digesting full on.
It’s just too much. Everybody wants a piece of me. I’ve got all these pressures on me. 100.
All these pressures generated from what? Her unrelenting insatiable hunger to hi-jack true
nature of novel. All hard work, already done by me, to now just run off my stuff just tidy up.
I am heard telling my brother that I am glad the bloke being Mathew Thompson did not sway
and wouldn’t deviate from the original goal which was isolation and solitary confinement. 100.
You can hear my voice and concerns at her managing things.
I am telling my brother to take control of things, that my mother was so blinded by all the
glitz and lights, not focused on the real true agenda of Prison reform and plight of inmates.
That if Mathew is on the level and real. I am happy to go 50% with him, if he is
genuine, sincere and reciprocates the passion the agenda fighting the system, exposing
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the system I am happy to go 50%. Not about the money, about the mission and purpose
the agenda about campaigning my journey exposing the prison system. 102.
I wanted to show and demonstrate everybody releasing from isolation increases their
chances at recidivism, it actually compounds it, it doesn’t reduce it at all. I think he is
the right person. I just hope he hasn’t tapered it down much. I just hope he has used
those quotes. In summarising the presentation of mine, in M.O.U. needs to be
disbanded. In them being overhauled and their policy’s need to be reviewed overhauled
and restructured to accommodate the needs of the inmate and the community.103.
The reference to Black Sunday is found at page 232 of the manuscript40.
For the record!
I would also go into great detail and engage in deep discussions into the contents of my
manuscript during that particular prison phone call. Which was totally devoid and
absent in the Mathew Thompsons crime FICTION Novel!
I am in the following prison call heard to say, that my Court case was the. “Wrong venue.”
I didn’t care, that other people become aware of that, as the disc was sent up to them in
Sydney. That they may have got in touch with him, as Mathew Thompson was in
process of doing a collective book on (6x) of Australia’s infamous prisoners.
That because. I had all the materials already outside.
AS LONG AS HE DOESN’T STEP BACK FROM THE THEME:
THAT’S THE PURPOSE THAT’S THE MISSION!
It was a lot easier to work from, and able to provide to him. On the basis. As long as he
doesn’t step back from the theme, Project. Original agenda. Bring down prison system
in disrepute. To expose the isolation, in all the inmates in how it contributes to the
offending behaviour, this has gotta stop. That was my dream. That was my passion.
I haven’t stopped from that. If I have to die in the process to expose that I will. So be it I
am happy to do that. I feel is my journey my purpose. I feel I was born for, to take on
the system. Bring down the system. That’s the agenda. That’s the purpose. The
mission.104.
STUDIO 10
The sell-out Mathew Thompson would go on then promote HIS novel. Not mine. “Called
Mayhem” the strange and savage saga of Christopher Badne$$ Binse. On Studio 10.
This was nothing short of promoting HIS/HER Book. Not what I had supplied to him at all.
When the host’s had asked him if I showed true remorse for my many victims. He avoided it.
Did not want to commit. Yes at all. When he knew it to be real and genuine. I had even
written him a (1) page letter to be a part of the opening acknowledgements, reaching out to
them. He had omitted all references to them and my wishes!
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A f*cken Judas Rat it is.
My mum was more interested/besotted seeing the cover of the book. Now read some of the
telephone call made on subject following studio 10 interview of 26th July 2016. Being105.
When my Mut her. Judas Mother asked me what did I think of interview I stated:
I think he could have done a bit better. Then said everything’s in the book, from my
understanding. Assuming this to be the case. Which it wasn’t. Thinking privately he
had not gone into things, once you read book, you then become confronted with my
story simple. Accepting this view and position on his failures to reveal this on T. V.
Mut her then says “they scripted a lot of it” backing him up. Suggesting he had no
control over things, yet when asked of my remorse. He withheld the facts, and did not reveal
what he knew and was aware of at all period. I should have smelt a JUDAS R*T that very
moment. Where he left out my acknowledgements to all my victims! A (1) page document
But includes my Mut-her! And the 60 odd pages she contributes to, of. NO value to cause!
Mut her then chimes in “You saw the cover of the book” I reply: it’s all about the
Content, about the isolation. People subject. Not the cover I am privately thinking!
I would then go into many areas which were part of MY material content. Which was similar
to the case of the young kids in the N.T. and how I was also faced with this situation and how
it had affected me.
That was the theme and delivery I had wanted to convey to all in my materials Mathew hides!
I would then go on to say: Isolation, happy with what he covered. Assuming my materials
was in there, which were all omitted. All I want is the truth and the facts to be revealed, not
worried about notoriety or ego or anything, like its warts and all. Things have gotta change
with isolation. He showed the book “aware of things” It would have been good if. When
asked about my remorse by the hosts. He replied he’s not sure about my remorse and
contrition, he’s seen the letters. He could have gone a bit deeper. Then my Mut-her covers up
for him. He was probably a bit nervous too. I then ask. Does he mention all that sort of stuff
in the book? Mut-her replies. Yeah quite a bit of it. 105.
Just go back to the Prison phone call of 16th July 201698. Where I am heard raising the matter.
Now back to the Prison call of 26th July 2016, there is another incoming call coming in to my
Mut-hers. She is so consumed to chat with Mathew over his sad dismal presentation of me.
That her own son gets relegated to the back burner. Nothing new at all. Not the first time
she has abandoned me/sold me out for others. This is family and her true nurturing to
her beloved son, shown, heard for all to witness. Her own desperation to gossip of
HER/HIS book launch. When she had all day to do so. Knowing I can’t ring any time.
I was restricted from access to calls. Listen to a snap shot of this:
Someone else is calling me.
To end the conversation. I know all this. I’ve got someone calling me, throws off with “It
could be DHS”. I reply: what’s more important. I’ve got 4 minutes left, she than says. All
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right, all right. I say it’s probably Mathew about the interview. She then replies:
“It could be, it could be.”105.
Knowing in my heart and hers it probably was Mathew. Not DHS!
She was far more interested in him. I would then go on to say: The message is, the whole
purpose of the agenda, to end the isolation of inmates. And being abused. M.O.U. needs to be
disbanded. 105.
Which Mathew had ignored! He was more interested in my crime exploits instead of the
campaign he had signed up for originally. Selling out his soul for a few gold coins Judas.
Diluting and shielding exposure of M.O.U.
I had well documented in my materials which he had possession of!
The next opportunity I had to discuss the contents of the Mathew Thompson- Mut her
hi-jacked novel, would be on the 8th August 2016. With a gut pit feeling something was
amiss. Still left unsure and uncertain, let alone convinced of what was purported to be.
Prison phone calls of this day capture it all:
Just sitting here talking to my friend.
ICE ABUSE
When questioned of the one page warning conveyed of ice substance use warnings, in my
manuscript. There was a (1) page there in my manuscript where I refer to ice abuse.
Mut her replies “what about it?” not interested in conveying the subject at all, as she knows
it’s absent and omitted from his works. Then Mathew is heard to say in the background,
as with my Mut-her supporting the deceit. Plenty of mention of ice, in later stages.106.
NOW READ EXCERPT OF MY MANUSCRIPT FOUND AT PAGE (404) IN QUESTION DISCUSSED.
THERE IS NO MENTION OR A REMOTE REFERANCE TO AT ALL IN THE THEIR MAYHEM NOVEL.
NOTHING GOOD EVER WILL COME FROM CRIME,
JUST HARDSHIP'S, NO PEACE, BUT “JAIL TIME”.
THE VICTIM FEELS PAIN & SUFFERS FROM YOU &
ALL THOSE LOVED ONES AROUND YOU SUFFER 2.
THE USE OF “ICE”JUST MISERY FOR ALL TRUE.
MUCH PAIN & SUFFERING, NO ONE IMMUNE FROM.
JAIL (OR) DEATH FOR THE USER, VICTIM HURTS 2.
NOBODY WINS THIS, THE EVIL CURSE IT BRING'S.
THIS IS THE DEVILS DRUG, IT TURNS ALL BAD.
YOU BECOME ANOTHER, “POSIONED BY GREED”.
LIE, STEAL CHEAT DECEIVE ALL FOR THE PUFF.
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THOSE THAT PRODUCE FOR PURE PROFIT, NO MERCY I SAY. PURE EVIL THEY ARE,
“HARAM IT IS”.
THE HARM THEY DO, NO CONCERNS FOR AT ALL.
DESTROYING THE COMMUNITY, THE USER TOO.40.

I then ask. That I speak direct to. And it goes like this: How’s it going stranger.
I would then raise the following:
That I make a lot of references to M.O.U. In how the failed to provide
assistance in my rehabilitation and prepare me for release and stuff that was in my
materials. Has that been diluted or downgraded in anyway. Mathews reply: There’s
plenty in there about you craving and asking and pleading for assistance and
rehabilitation before being released. I would then ask: Is like, the medical reports, when I
went into obso cell protesting, banging my head and stuff, in response to the lack of
assistance provided to me preparing me for release.
So that’s all mentioned in the book. Mathew’s spurious reply:
Yeah, Yeah. Follows through with:
M.O.U. like the title comes up a few times106.
FOR THE RECORD

M.O.U IS REFERRED TO AT LEAST (57) TIMES. IN MY MATERIALS.
THIS IS WELL DOCUMENTED! FOUND ON PAGES: 40, 41, 41-45. REFERS TO M.O.U POLICYS
AND ISOLATION. 47, 219, 228, 229, 231, 232 REFERS TO BLACK SUNDAY ANOLOGY. 238, 250,
251, 252, 285, 287-293, 335, 337, 377, 298, 405, 426- 430. AND THE BASIS FOR MY MANUSCRIPT.
BEING EXHIBIT (A) PLEA MATERIALS40. DILUTED!

STOOGED BIG TIME!
The following call would begin like this: The officer terminated call, because we are talking
about M.O.U, very sensitive, very sensitive about that. They’d be in damage control. They
won’t like, they won’t like it at all. The truth is being revealed. The facts are revealed for
everybody to read. In how I did not want to be released from isolation and they knew all
that, and they ignored all that. Now it will all come out. 107.
These were my hopes, which I was led to believe, on the assumption. I could believe and
have complete and utter trust in both the author and my Mut-her. Boy was I wrong!!
The thing with N.T. come out. Mums reply: I’m bloody well determined that this will come
out.107. Yeah it would have, if you had not filled up the book with your irrelevant slander of
others for your own private personal vendettas. Shutting down OUR struggle with M.O.U
I reply: It is now everybody is going to read it. Wrongly assuming all M.O.U was covered.
Mut-her then reads out the watered down diluted passage I had asked of relating to the large
volume of medical reports of my protests lasting the course of weeks in obso cell. That are
40
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(18) separate medical entries and reporting’s of in my manuscript. Which I will refer to later
in the letter of109. And at pages 25-26 of this document.
Chris listen to me: I continue my protest at the lack of preparation and help. I’m classified as
a Major Offender and a high risk. But receive the opposite of major assistance and a high
degree of training and rehabilitation. I receive the “empty room” Tic, Tok, Tic, Tok itching
towards release.
Mut-her then chimes in:
Alright we are going to do everything we can in our power.
YEAH SHE AND THE AUTHOR ERASE ALL THAT I HAD ARGUED AND RAISED!

I reply:
That’s all I want, is that the truth be exposed and released”
It will be”
Mut-her pledges. We are working on it. That’s the thing, that’s all I ever wanted. That they
have to held accountable for their failures.
I will go as public as I can to expose them, for the brutality and the inhumane treatment of
you. Because they are killing you, and I will expose that too.
There’s not just me mum, there are so many others. I know, I know and I’m bringing them
out too.
I will do whatever I can what is humanely possible, I will
expose it.
SHE DONE NOTHING TO EXPOSE THE ABUSE OF PRISON SYSTEM AT ALL. SHE HAD
INSTEAD TAKEN UP PRECIOUS PAGES IN EXPOSING AND REVEALING FAILURES OF PRISON
POLICY’S. RATHER CONFIDE MATHEW ON, PRIVATE FAMILY SECRETS. I WAS NOT EVEN
PRIVY TOO. OF MY SICK GRANDMOTHER WALKING AROUND NAKED IN A HOUSE FULL OF
MALE VISITORS.THIS NOW FOR ENTIRE NATIONS CONSUMPTION TO READ.
SERIOUSLY WHY WOULD YOU REVEAL THIS?
HOW DID THIS BENEFIT THE CAMPAIGN!
AND THRIVES AND REVELS AT THE LIMELIGHT AND ATTENTION TO BE SEEN CHAMPIONING
THE CAUSE OF OTHERS, THE KEY WORD “SEEN.”

BUT THE REALITY OF IT ALL, IT’S A SHAM!
MATHEW DID TO SOME DEGREE LATER ON IN HIS PROMOTIONS, TO SELL ME TO SELL BOOKS.
TO DRAW ATTENTION TO HIS BOOK, IT ALWAYS GOT A PLUG. WHEN HE RAN UP PROMOTIONS
PURELY A FINANCIAL MOTIVE AND INCENTIVE TO BE GAINED. NOT OUR WELFARE AT ALL!
IF HE DID, IT WOULD ALL BE IN THE BOOK, WHICH IT AINT. A PASSING REMARK AT BEST!

Me: it’s on the streets now, it’s on the book shelves. BASED ON BELIEF “IT’S ALL IN THERE”
109
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Barbaric, and they persist in doing this. This will be exposed. You just hang in there and lets
us do our job! 107.
LET US DO OUR JOB! YOU READ AND HEAR THIS. “PURE UTTER CRAP!”
I WAS LED TO ACCEPT TO BELIEVE THIS COMING FROM MY LOYAL DEVOTED MUT-HER!

We will, we will pursue it. I will not sit back and do nothing, while there killing my son.
I WANT THIS ON THE RECORD, I WILL REFER TO THIS CONVERSATION.
I REPLY: ME TOO, I BEGIN TO LAUGH. Mut-her then says, they can’t say they
107
I REPLY: There tuned in because they just terminated the last phone call.
.
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didn’t know.

